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A Stohasti Control Model for Leasing ComputationalResouresDarin England and Jon WeissmanDepartment of Computer Siene and EngineeringUniversity of Minnesota, Twin Citiesfengland,jong�s.umn.eduMarh 2004
AbstratWe present a model for determining the optimal resoure leasing poliy for a dy-nami grid servie. The model assumes that the demand for the servie as well as theatual exeution times are unknown, but an be estimated. We ast the problem in aDynami Programming framework and we are able to show that the model an makegood resoure leasing deisions in the fae of suh unertainties. In partiular, we usethe model to deide how many resoures should be leased for the servie and for howlong. The results show that use of the model redues the ost of leasing omputationalresoures and signi�antly redues the variane of the ost.

1 IntrodutionThe suess of web servies has inuened the way in whih grid appliations are being writ-ten [1℄. Grid appliation designers are now beginning to make use of software servies, whihprovide a spei� funtionality to the appliation, suh as solving a system of equations orperforming a simulation. Just as software is viewed as a servie, a provider of omputationalresoures may also be viewed as providing a servie. Our view is that grid appliations willmake use of grid servies and will be dynami in that they an an adapt to the hangingonditions in the grid [8℄. In suh an environment, a Servie Provider (SP) may aquireomputational resoures through a leasing arrangement. One onern for the SP is theamount of omputational resoures that are required in order to provide an adequate qual-ity of servie. The amount of resoures needed may vary and is a funtion of the demand forthe servie and the ompute-intensive nature of the servie. In this artile, we address thesituation where the demand for the servie is unknown, but omes from a known probabilitydistribution. In addition, even though the SP will know the proessing requirements of the
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servie, the atual exeution times will not be known prior to exeuting a servie request dueto di�erenes in input data as well as ompetition from other appliations and servies (i.e.we assume a time-sharing environment.) Another onern for the SP is how long to host theservie. At some point, demand for the servie will trail o� and it may be more eonomialto proess servie requests in an \on-demand" fashion. In this artile, we propose a modelfor making resoure leasing deisions in the fae of suh unertainties. The deisions aremade periodially and are based on the expeted average demand for the servie and theexpeted average performane of the resoures. We model the arrival and the proessingof servie requests as a stohasti proess in whih the interarrival times and the exeutiontimes ome from known probability distributions. The resoure leasing problem is then astin a Dynami Programming framework. The result is a leasing poliy whih tells the SPhow many resoures to lease in eah period in order to provide an adequate level of serviewhile keeping the ost of deployment and hosting to a minimum. An important result isthat the DP approah to resoure leasing an greatly redue variane of the total leasingost.
2 Dynami ProgrammingDynami Programming (DP) is an approah for modelling and for solving optimizationproblems in whih periodi deisions must be made under some level of unertainty. TheDP approah is also known as stohasti optimal ontrol [2℄. The idea of DP is to solvea minimization problem in eah period, beginning with the last period and ending withthe initial period. The optimal deision will depend on the state of the system, whih wede�ne to be the number of previously leased resoures and the number of urrently exeutingservie requests. At eah stage, the expeted osts of all admissible deisions are omputed.An admissible deision is one that is valid given the urrent state of the system, e.g. we maynot alloate more resoures than are urrently available in the resoure pool. The overallsolution will give us an optimal poliy for leasing additional resoures in eah period.
3 Model for Resoure LeasingWe use the DP approah to model and solve a stohasti deision problem for leasingomputational resoures in order to deploy and and host a dynami grid servie. At eahstage, the SP must deide how many resoures are needed. Figure 1 shows how the leasingdeision is applied in an arbitrary period. The variables in Figure 1 are de�ned in thefollowing subsetions and the model is fully disussed.3.1 StateWe need to de�ne a representation of the state of the dynami grid servie. The stateshould be a ompat summary of the available information that a�ets the deision to lease
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Request Arrival Rate in Period k
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State at Period k State at Period k + 1

Leasing Deision at Period kLease Manager
Cost of Period k uk
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gk = 1max(0; uk) + 2vk+h(xk + uk)

Grid Servie

Figure 1: A Stohasti Control Model
resoures. A tenet of DP is that the information that a deision-maker uses should onlydepend on the urrent state, and not on past history [2℄. We desribe the state of the gridservie by a pair of variables (xk; yk) de�ned as follows.xk number of urrently leased resoures at the beginning of period k.yk number of urrently exeuting servie requests at the beginning ofperiod k.3.2 Deision VariableSuppose that an SP wishes to host a grid servie for some number of periods N . At theend of the Nth period, the servie is no longer hosted. The objetive of the leasing problemis to aquire enough resoures to meet the expeted demand for the grid servie whilekeeping the ost of leasing to a minimum. If too many resoures are leased, then the servieprovider inurs unneessary ost. If too few resoures are leased, then the SP must aquireadditional resoures in an on-demand fashion, but at a higher ost. An arhiteture that anaommodate suh dynami deployment of a grid servie is desribed in [8℄. In our model,there is a single deision variable, uk, that represents the number of (additional) resouresto lease at the beginning of a period k. uk may be negative, in whih ase the deision is to\take down" the grid servie on uk resoures.We mention here that the deision variable uk may only take on admissible values. Anadmissible value is one that is valid for the urrent state of the system. If, at the beginningof period k, there are yk servie requests in exeution, then we must lease at least yk � xk
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resoures just to over the urrent load. Also, we may not lease more resoures than areavailable. Thus, yk�xk � uk � R�xk, where R is the maximum number of resoures thatould be leased, that is, the total number of resoures available in the resoure pool.3.3 DemandRequests for the grid servie arrive at random points in time. We model the arrivals as aPoisson proess due to its pratiality. The Poisson proess losely mathes many arrivalproesses in omputing systems1 and it is also very amenable to analytial analyses. Wedenote the demand for a grid servie in period k by �k, whih represents the average arrivalrate of servie requests for period k. The arrival rate may vary with time, indiating anon-stationary Poisson proess.3.4 Exeution TimesWe assume that the exeution time of a servie request is unknown until the request has�nished exeuting. Although the SP will know the performane harateristis of the servie,we assert that exat exeution times annot be predited due to 1) unknown harateristisof the input data for any partiular request, and 2) the request may need to ompete withother appliations/servies for proessing time. The exeution time is then modelled asa random variable. For the model itself, we make no assumptions on the distribution ofexeution times. However, for our omputational experiments with the DP algorithm, wemodel the exeutions times as Exponential random variables with parameter �.Modelling the state and deision variables and using random demand and exeutiontimes in this manner results in a disrete-time dynami system as shown in Figure 2. Thestate of the system evolves aording toxk+1 = max(yk+1; xk + uk): (3.1)Note that yk+1 is a random variable that is a funtion of the number of servie requests andtheir exeution times in period k. Spei�ally,yk+1 = yk + ak � dk;where ak is the number of arrivals in period k and dk is the number of departures in periodk.3.5 CostHosting a grid servie is not free. There are both diret and indiret osts for the use ofomputational resoures. Deploying a grid servie uses bandwidth and disk spae. Exeutingservie requests uses CPU yles and memory. The objetive of our model is to provide an1However, the Poisson model is not appropriate for modelling the arrival of individual pakets [5℄.
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vk dynami deployments

period k period k+1
time(xk; yk)uk

servie request arrivals at rate �k

(xk + uk) total pre-deployed resoures

xk+1 = max(yk+1; xk + uk)

Figure 2: A Disrete-time Dynami System
adequate number of resoures for the grid servie while keeping the ost to a minimum. Weassume that the resoure provider harges for two di�erent types of deployment as well asharging for leasing the omputational resoures. The �rst type of ost is assoiated withpre-planned deployment of the grid servie. These deployments our at the beginning of aperiod and last for at least one full period. A pre-planned deployment means that the servieprovider deploys the grid servie in antiipation of servie request arrivals. The seond typeof ost is inurred whenever there is an unplanned dynami deployment of the grid servie.This type of deployment may happen in the middle of a period whenever a servie requestarrival annot be served beause all resoures are busy serving other requests2. We denotethe number of suh deployments during a period k as vk. The third type of ost is the ostto hold a resoure for one or more periods. One may think of the deployment ost as thesetup ost, and the ost to hold a resoure as the traditional ost of leasing. The three ostomponents are1max(0; uk) The ost of pre-planned stati deployment, where 1 isthe ost per leased resoure2vk The ost of unplanned dynami deployment, where 2 isthe ost per deploymenth(xk + uk) The ost to hold a lease, where h is the ost per resoureper period.We assume that 1 < 2, otherwise it would always be heaper to just dynamially deploythe grid servie for every request arrival. The total ost, gk, harged by the resoure providerin a given period is the sum of the three ost omponents. Beause vk and xk are random2Thus, we assume that there is no queueing of servie requests.
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variables, we must ompute the expeted ost during exeution of the DP algorithm.E�gk� = E�1max(0; uk) + 2vk + h(xk + uk)�= 1max(0; uk) + 2E�vk�+ h(E�xk�+ uk):From Equation (3.1), we see that the omputation of E�xk� amounts to the omputation ofE�yk�. The omputations of both E�vk� and E�yk� are desribed in the appendix.
4 DP Algorithm for Resoure LeasingThe DP algorithm proeeds in stages from period N � 1 bakward in time to period 0. Ateah stage, the algorithm omputes the expeted ost to get to the last stage, whih is theexpeted ost for the urrent stage plus the expeted osts for all future stages. This isknown as the ost-to-go and is denoted by Jk(xk; yk).Jk(xk; yk) = minyk�xk�uk�R�xkh1max(0; uk) + 2E�vk�+ h(E�xk�+ uk)i+ Jk+1(xk+1; yk+1)In the equation above, k goes from N � 1 to 0. The ost at the end of the last period,JN (xN ; yN ) is alled the terminal ost. Traditionally, the terminal ost represents the ostof having unused resoures at the end of the planning horizon. For our model, the terminalost is max(0; xN � yN ). At every other stage from N � 1 to 0, the ost-to-go is omputedfor every possible state (xk; yk) and for every admissible leasing deision uk. The optimalalloation deision for a given state is the one that minimizes Jk(xk; yk). We denote theoptimal deision as u�k, and the optimal ost-to-go as J�k (xk; yk). The DP algorithm forthe resoure leasing problem is presented as Algorithm 1. The pseudo-ode is presented inmatlab-like notation. Algorithm 1 results in a lookup table for eah period. The table forperiod k gives the optimal alloation deision for every possible state (xk; yk) that ouldour.
5 ResultsThe purpose of using a Dynami Programming approah to model and solve the resoureleasing problem is to make the best possible leasing deisions in the presene of unertaindemand and exeution times. Exeution of the DP algorithm provides us with a minimumost leasing deision for eah possible state that the system may enter. Our hypothesis isthat, by using the results from the DP algorithm, we an redue not only the ost of leasingomputational resoures, but also the variability of the ost. Thus, we an redue theamount of unertainty when leasing resoures for the deployment of a dynami grid servie.Figure 3 graphially shows how the leasing deision varies with the number of already leasedresoures and the number of requests in exeution at the beginning of a period. This graphrepresents the optimal leasing deision u�k for a single period. In general, as the number of
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Algorithm 1: DP Algorithm for Resoure Leasinginput : Number of time periods Ninput : Total number of resoures available Rinput : Stati deployment ost 1, dynami deployment ost 2, leasing ost hinput : Arrival Rate �input : Servie Rate �output: Lookup table J , gives an optimal leasing poliyfor k = N-1:0Compute Jk(xk; yk) for eah possible state;for x = 0:Rfor y = 0:RCalulate the expeted ost for eah admissible leasing deision;for u = y-x:R-xCompute the expeted number of dynami deployments ;v = ompute V(t, y, x+u, mu, lambda);Compute the expeted number of requests in exeution at thebeginning of period k + 1;y new = ompute Y(t, y, mu, lambda);Compute xk+1 so that we an lookup Jk+1(xk+1);x new = max(y new, x+u);ost to go = lookup(x new, y new, k);Compute the expeted ost ;g = 1*max(0, u) + 2*v + h*(x+u) + ost to go;Store g if it is the minimum ost found so far and keep trak of theassoiated uk;if g < min ost thenmin ost = g;u star = u;endendStore the leasing deision uk that ahieved the minimum ost ;J(row, ol, k) = u star;endendend
7
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Figure 3: Optimal Leasing Poliy
already leased resoures, xk, inreases, the number of newly leased resoures, uk, dereases.Also, as the number of requests in exeution at the beginning of a period, yk, inreases, thenumber of newly leased resoures, uk, inreases.To test the e�etiveness of using the DP approah, we ran the DP algorithm for inreas-ing values of 2, the ost of unplanned dynami deployment. We then ran two separatesimulations for resoure leasing for eah value of 2. One of the simulations made use of theresults from the DP algorithm for making resoure leasing deisions. We refer to this se-nario as DP leasing. The other simulation did not use the DP results at all. In this senario,whih we refer to as Stati leasing, the number of resoures aquired at the beginning ofeah period was determined by minimization (over uk) of the ost funtion. For Stati leas-ing, the same number of pre-planned resoures were leased in eah period, with unplanneddynami deployment ourring whenever an arriving request found that all resoures werebusy. The spei� parameters used during exeution of the DP algorithm and during thesubsequent simulations were
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N = 10 Number of time periodsR = 20 Total number of resoures in the resoure pool1 = 1 Cost of pre-planned deployment2 = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g Cost of unplanned dynami deploymenth = 1 Cost of holding a lease for one period� = 10 Average arrival rate of servie requests (requestsper period)� = 1 Average servie rate of omputational resoures(requests per period).We performed 100 repliations of eah simulation. The averaged results for the meanand the variane of the total leasing ost, g = 1max(0; u)+ 2v+h(x+u), are presented inFigure 4. The plot on the left is the mean total ost. We see that a lower ost is ahievedwith DP leasing, although the di�erene is only about 3 units. However, the mean doesnot tell the omplete story. The real bene�t to using the DP approah is revealed in theplot on the right, whih shows the varianes of the total ost. We see that as the ost ofunplanned dynami deployments inreases, the variane of the total ost for Stati leasinginreases at muh faster rate than for DP leasing. One may think that the perentage ofunplanned dynami deployment ost is muh greater for Stati leasing as opposed to DPleasing, thereby ontributing to the greater variane in total ost. Figure 5 shows that thisis not the ase. The perentage of dynami deployment ost is only slightly greater forStati leasing, and not enough to aount for the inreased variane. Figure 5 was madefor the ase where 2 = 3. The perentages are similar for other values of 2. We onludethat using the DP approah an signi�antly redue the variability of leasing osts for thedeployment and hosting of a dynami grid servie.
6 ConlusionWe have presented a stohasti ontrol model for leasing omputational resoures for thepurpose of deploying and hosting a dynami grid servie. The model is useful for makingresoure leasing deisions in the fae of suh unertainties as unknown demand for the ser-vie and unknown exeution times. By employing a Dynami Programming approah, wewere able to obtain both a model and a solution. Our ost funtion aptures the ost ofdeployment as well as the ost to hold a lease. The results from the simulation experimentsshow that this ost is lower when using the DP approah to resoure leasing. More impor-tantly, as the ost of unplanned dynami deployments inreases, use of the DP approahonsiderably redues the variability of the total ost.
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A Computation of Ehvki and EhykiWe use a probabilisti argument to determine the expeted number of unplanned dynamideployments, E�vk�, and the expeted number of servie requests in exeution at the be-ginning of a period, E�yk�. The analysis is based on the M=G=1 queue, that is, an in�niteserver queueing system with a Poisson arrival proess. In reality, there will not be an in�nitenumber of resoures available; however, for analysis purposes, we assume that additionalresoures are available (at a ost of 2 per resoure) whenever an unplanned dynami de-ployment ours. The arrival rate of the Poisson proess is � and the servie rate is �.Although we have used Exponential servie times in this work, the model allows for theservie times to ome from a general probability distribution.Let us begin by omputing E�yk+1�. Consider Figure 6 and let the interval (0; t℄ representperiod k. We distinguish between two types of servie requests; those that arrive in theinterval (0; t℄, and those that were already present and exeuting at time zero. For bothtypes of servie requests, we are onerned with omputing the probability that a request is11
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Figure 6: Servie Request Arrival
still in exeution at the beginning of period k + 1, hene ontributing to yk+1. Consider arequest that arrives at a time s, 0 < s � t. The probability that the request �nishes exeutionby time t is, by de�nition, F (t�s), where F is the umulative probability distribution of theservie times (i.e. the Exponential distribution in our ase.) Consequently, the probabilitythat the request is still in exeution at time t is 1�F (t�s). Given that the arrival ourredin the interval (0; t℄, one result about the Poisson proess states that the time of arrival s isuniformly distributed on (0; t℄3. Thus, for an arbitrary arrival in period k, the unonditionalprobability that the request is still in exeution at the beginning of period k + 1 ispt = 1t Z t0 1� F (t� s)ds = 1t Z t0 1� F (x)dx = 1� e��t�t : (A.1)Let N(t) be the total number requests that arrive during the interval (0; t℄. Eah requesthas an independent servie time. Thus, eah request has an independent probability pt ofstill being in exeution at time t. Let X(t) be the number of requests still in exeution attime t. Given N(t) = n, the onditional distribution of X(t) is binomial with parameters nand pt. Thus, P �X(t) = j j N(t) = n� = �nj�pjt (1� pt)n�j ;and the unonditional distribution of X(t) is, by the theorem of total probability,P �X(t) = j� = 1Xn=j P �X(t) = j j N(t) = n�P �N(t) = n�

= 1Xn=j�nj�pjt(1� pt)n�je��t (�t)nn!= e��tpt (�tpt)jj! :3See, for example, Theorem 6.2 in [7℄ 12



Thus, the number of requests that arrive during period k and that are still in exeution atthe beginning of period k + 1 is Poisson distributed with parameter�tpt = �� (1� e��t):Now we must onsider the other type of servie request that was mentioned earlier, thatis, a request that was already present and exeuting at the beginning of period k. Denotethe number of suh requests that are still in exeution at time t by Y (t). We note that Y (t)is independent of X(t) and that eah of these requests has an independent probability of�nishing exeution by time t. Given that y of these requests are present at the beginningof period k, the onditional distribution of Y (t) is binomial with parameters y and e��t.Thus, P �Y (t) = j j Y (0) = y� = �yj�e��tj(1� e��t)y�j :The onditional probability of Y (t) suÆes sine we may observe the value of Y (0) (i.e.the value of yk) at the beginning of eah period. Beause X(t) and Y (t) are independentrandom variables, we may ompute the expetation of their sum by taking the sum of theirexpetations. Thus, E�yk+1� = E�X(t) + Y (t)�= E�X(t)�+ E�Y (t)�= �� (1� e��t) + yke��t:We now turn our attention to the omputation of E�vk�, that is, the expeted numberof unplanned dynami deployments that will our during a period k. For this analysis, weagain make use of results from queueing theory for the M=G=1 queue as well as resultsfrom the Poisson proess. To begin, let us lassify a servie request as one of two possibletypes. A Type 1 request is a request that exeutes on a resoure that was aquired through apre-planned deployment. So, a request is a Type 1 request if there is a free resoure available(and already leased) when the request arrives. A Type 2 request is one that exeutes ona resoure that was aquired through an unplanned dynami deployment. Thus, a requestthat arrives and �nds that all leased resoures are busy is a Type 2 request. It is the Type2 requests that ontribute to vk.We have de�ned two possible types of requests, and we note that a request must be one ofthese two types. Suppose that a servie request arrives at time s, 0 < s � t (referring againto Figure 6.) Let P1(s) be the probability that the request is a Type 1 request. Similarly,Let P2(s) be the probability that the request is a Type 2 request, where P1(s) + P2(s) = 1.Now let N2(t) be the number of Type 2 requests ourring by time t, that is, the numberof unplanned dynami deployments vk. A useful result4 of the Poisson proess states that4See Proposition 3.3 in[6℄, for example. 13



N2(t) is a Poisson random variable with meanE�N2(t)� = E�vk� = � Z t0 P2(s)ds: (A.2)The only remaining task is to derive an expression for P2(s), the probability that aservie request arrival �nds all leased resoures busy and therefore an unplanned dynamideployment will our. In any period k, the total number of pre-planned leased resouresis xk + uk. So an unplanned dynami deployment will our whenever a request arrivesand xk + uk or more resoures are busy. Here, we make use of the previous de�nitions ofX(t) and Y (t) for the M=G=1 queue. Suppose that there are j resoures busy at time s.Then X(s) + Y (s) = j beause an exeuting request must have either began exeution inthe interval (0; s℄, or it must have already been in exeution at time zero. Given that webegin period k with y requests already in exeution, the expression for P2(s) isP2(s) = P �X(s) + Y (s) � xk + uk j Y (0) = y�= 1Xj=xk+ukhmin(y;j)Xk=0 P �X(s) = k�P �Y (s) = j � k�i
= 1Xj=xk+ukhmin(y;j)Xk=0 �yk�e��sk(1� e��s)y�k (�sps)j�ke��sps(j � k)! i;

where ps is omputed as in Equation (A.1). For numerial exeution of the DP algorithm,the evaluation of the integral in Equation (A.2) was done using the trapz funtion in matlab.This funtion omputes an approximation of the integral by onstruting trapezoids whihapproximate the area under the funtion.
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